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ABSTRACT

Recently, sound attenuation with ventilation is highly needed in many practical applications. In this study, we report on a subwavelength
acoustic silencer, named double-layer acoustic silencer (DAS), based on compactly assembled slit-type Helmholtz resonators (SHRs) for low-
frequency broadband sound insulation while preserving ventilation. A simple yet insightful theoretical model is first established to character-
ize the sound insulation performance in terms of transmission loss (TL) and used for microstructure designs of the DAS. The fluctuating TL
of the DAS, inevitably produced by the SHR resonances, is then mitigated and optimized via the introduction of viscosity and proper SHR
frequency detuning. The overall TL is numerically investigated and experimentally observed to reach beyond 30 dB over the target working
band of 0.48–0.95 kHz, with a maximum exceeding 50 dB. In addition, the proposed design also provides perfect ventilation when deployed
in a duct environment, due to the straight and conserved airflow cross section. We believe that the proposed acoustic silencer design and its
associated theoretical model pave the way for designing and optimizing highly efficient low-frequency subwavelength acoustic liners and
silencers.

Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0024018

Conventional airborne sound attenuation essential in acoustic
barriers refers to either reflecting or absorbing the incident acoustic
energy while blocking airflow transport. The modern demand for
sound attenuation, while preserving ventilation, such as the applica-
tions of mitigating engine and office noise, has prompted considerable
effort put to the research of duct acoustics.1–4 Among the existing
works, Herschel–Quincke waveguides5–7 are notable, as the narrow-
band sound attenuation can be achieved with minimal reduction in
the duct airflow area. Although these classical designs indeed provide
simultaneous sound attenuation and ventilation, their inherent in-
duct nature, along with their large physical footprint, limits the versa-
tility and practical implementation. In practice, a more winding lined
path supports a more prominent noise reduction, which in turn results
in a larger pressure drop and a poorer ventilation effect. Hence, there
has always been a trade-off between the efficiency of ventilation and
the noise reduction. Acoustic local resonators have been widely studied
in various noise control environments for low-frequency noise reduc-
tion. Typical applications include sound diffusers and absorbers in
room acoustics,8–11 improvement of sound transmission loss (TL) of
aircraft sidewalls,12 acoustic metamaterials,13,14 and so forth. Among
them, purely acoustic resonators like Helmholtz and Fabry–P�erot

resonators are most employed due to their high Q-factors2 and simple
structures. Recently, acoustic local resonators were also utilized as side
branches in ducts or pipes in order to mitigate the sound transmission
inside waveguides.15–17 However, strong TL across broadband is still
difficult to be achieved in the subwavelength regime, owing to the exis-
tence of strong antiresonances.15,18,19 Meanwhile, the restriction on the
gradient length of the coiled channel resonators often leads to practical
challenges in assembling multiple functional units for the realization of
broadband absorption and attenuation.16,17,20,21 Moreover, in the
acoustic barrier designs,16,17,22 the local acoustic resonators are
immersed in the airflow to achieve high transmission loss. However,
the smaller working cross-sectional area and discontinuous airflow
inevitably result in a lower ventilation efficiency.

To address the aforementioned issues, we theoretically investigate
and experimentally validate a subwavelength double-layer acoustic
silencer (DAS) composed of multiple slit-type Helmholtz resonators
(SHRs), possessing subwavelength slit necks and enabling broadband
TL and effective air ventilation. The DAS is constructed with two com-
pactly assembled single-layer acoustic silencers (SASs) to enhance the
broadband sound insulation performance. Such an acoustic barrier
effectively blocks over 99.9% of the incident sound energy over a
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broadband frequency range of 0.48–0.95 kHz while maintaining excel-
lent ventilation due to the straight and conserved airflow cross section.
In the theoretical part, we derive a comprehensive analytical model for
the individual SHR, together with its derivatives, namely, the SAS and
the DAS, to gain better understanding of the involved physical mecha-
nism. The corresponding numerical and experimental results effec-
tively support the developed theory with excellent agreement between
them. Finally, we strongly believe that our work uncovers the funda-
mental characteristics of the slit-type Helmholtz resonators and may
pave the way for designing highly efficient subwavelength acoustic
silencers with broadband operation and great tunability.

We start by designing a slit-type Helmholtz resonator (SHR),
which serves as the building block of the compact acoustic silencer.
Figure 1(a) provides the sectional view of the three-dimensional (3D)
model of a side-branched SHR. The SHR is axisymmetric and consists
of a cavity and a slit neck. Due to the massive friction area inside the
neck, the dissipated energy via the thermal viscosity is expected to be
significantly amplified. Both the resonance frequency of the SHR and
the thermal viscosity can be tuned flexibly by varying the slit thickness
and the cavity depth. Figure 1(b) illustrates the schematic of a single
SHR with all the geometric parameters denoted for the complete theo-
retical analysis. Due to the complex geometry of the SHR, in the theo-
retical modeling, we divide the SHR into four domains (cavity A and
necks B, C, and D). The acoustic impedance of the SHR is derived
using a backtracking procedure (see the supplementary material). The
acoustic impedance at the inlet of the SHR reads

Zh ¼ �iqdcd
J0ðkRÞ � adY0ðkRÞ
J1ðkRÞ � adY1ðkRÞ

; (1)

where qd and cd are the mass density and sound velocity inside
domain D, respectively. Jn and Yn are the nth order Bessel function of
the first and second kinds; the wavefunction factor ad is determined
from the acoustic impedance at the boundary between domains C and
D. When the thermal viscosity is considered, the released energy
through heat mainly occurs inside the neck at resonant frequencies,
since the velocity inside the SHR reaches maximum due to the abrupt
reduction of the cross-sectional area at the ends of the neck. For the
slit-type neck, effective mass density (qe) and sound velocity (ce) are
considered,23 taking into account the thermal viscous effect,

qe ¼
q
/v

and ce ¼ c

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
/v

c� ðc� 1Þ/h

s
; (2)

where q, c, and c are the mass density, sound velocity, and ratio of specific
heat of air, respectively. /v and /h are viscosity-geometry and thermal-
geometry functions for slits (see the supplementary material). Being side-
branched to a duct and under an external excitation, the air layer at the
inlet oscillates and radiates energy back into the upstream and down-
stream of the duct symmetrically. The SHR, therefore, performs as a
monopole. The radiation field comprises far-field and near-field compo-
nents. The far-field component is induced by the fundamental mode and
conserved while propagating outward, whereas the near-field component
is produced by the higher-order modes of the duct and decays exponen-
tially away from the inlet. Thus, the far-field component represents losing
energy and its corresponding specific impedance is purely resistive.2 The
energy carried by the near-field component, in contrast, is preserved and
oscillates in the vicinity of the inlet. Its corresponding impedance is purely
reactive.10,24 Aside from the impedance at the inlet, the input impedance
of the SHR, therefore, needs to be taken into consideration for the radia-
tion impedance, denoted as

Zin ¼ Zh þR� iv; (3)

in which R and v are the resistance and mass reactance corresponding
to the far-field radiation and the near-field component, respectively. For
traditional Helmholtz resonators, R ¼ rqc=2 and v can be approxi-
mately estimated through neck length correction.25 However, due to the
complicated geometry of the SHR attached to a duct, we employ
Green’s function method to evaluate R and v (see the supplementary
material). ZðcrÞh ¼ Zh � iv is the corrected specific acoustic impedance
of the SHR.24 The resonances of the SHR are then determined under
the condition of zero reactance of the corrected specific impedance
(ImgfZhg ¼ v). It is noteworthy that for the non-viscous SHR, Zh is
purely imaginary (reactive). The resonant frequencies of the side-
branched SHR are lower than those of an isolated SHR whose resonan-
ces are determined from the condition ImgfZhg ¼ 0 because v < 0
and ImgfZhg are characterized by a positive-slope curve. The transmis-
sion and reflection coefficients of the side-branched SHR then read

Th ¼ 1� R

Rþ ZðcrÞh

and Rh ¼ �
Rv2

Rþ ZðcrÞh

; (4)

respectively, where v2 ¼ e�2ikxh is the reflection phase shifting term
and xh is the coordinate of the SHR inlet. One can clearly see
Th � Rh ¼ 1, which completely differs from the case of the thin

FIG. 1. (a) Sectional view of a side-branched SHR. The blue arrows correspond to
the incoming acoustic waves. (b) Schematic of a SHR with all the involved geomet-
rical parameters indicated. The SHR is divided into multiple domains, labeled as A,
B, C, and D. (c) and (d) TL spectra of non-viscous and viscous SHRs, respectively.
The dashed curves correspond to analytical results, whereas the solid ones repre-
sent the simulation results.
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membrane,26,27 i.e., Th þ Rh ¼ 1. This is due to the fact that the con-
tinuous air pressure field inside the duct leads to the in-phase Th and
Rh, while in the thin membrane scenario, Th and Rh are out-of-phase.

For a lossless side-branched SHRmounted on the duct, its radiat-
ing pressure fields at the resonances in the downstream possess the
same amplitudes as the incident pressure field, but are out of phase,
leading to TL peaks (TL ¼ �20 log10jThj). This observation is readily
confirmed by Eq. (4), showing that Th¼ 0 when ZðcrÞh ¼ 0. In general,
such a SHR possesses multiple resonances. The first resonance, which
happens to be the strongest with the lowest frequency, gives the largest
TL along with the highest Q-factor. In this work, we focus only on the
first SHR resonance.

Five SHRs with different geometrical parameters are assembled
compactly to form a subwavelength single-layer acoustic silencer
(SAS), as illustrated in Fig. 2(a). They are designed such that their
working frequencies are distributed evenly within the working band of
0.5–1 kHz. Conducting a parametric study using the numerical soft-
ware COMSOL Multiphysics allows us to determine the optimal geo-
metrical parameters of each SHR, see Table I. To simplify the
numerical model, the thicknesses of all SHRs are set as tw¼ 1mm,
which is feasible for 3D printing. The TL spectra of the non-viscous
and viscous SHRs are calculated numerically and analytically, as pre-
sented in Figs. 1(c) and 1(d), respectively. Great agreement can be
visualized between the theoretical prediction and the simulations,

indicating that the developed theoretical model of the single SHR is
reliable for the design and optimization purposes.

Since the necks of the SHRs within a SAS are subwavelength and
compactly stacked (24.3mm, less than k=14 at 1 kHz), there may exist
a near-field interaction between adjacent SHRs. The SAS, therefore,
cannot be treated as a combination of isolated SHRs connected in par-
allel. To take into account the interaction, Green’s function method is
again employed, and the resultant transmission and reflection coeffi-
cients take the following matrix forms:

T ¼ 1� 1
2

X5
n¼1

X5
m¼1
ðrnanv

�1
n Þ F�1½ �nmðamvmÞ; (5)

R ¼ � 1
2

X5
n¼1

X5
m¼1
ðrnanv

�1
n Þ F�1½ �nmðamvmÞ: (6)

Here, rn ¼ Sdn=S0; an ¼ sin ðkhn=2Þ=ðkhn=2Þ, and vn ¼ e�ikxn , in
which Sdn, hn, and xn denote the cross-sectional area, height, and coor-
dinate of the nth SHR inlet, respectively. F is the coupling impedance
matrix (see the supplementary material). The calculated TL profiles of
the non-viscous and the viscous SASs, plotted in Fig. 2(c), show great
agreement between the developed analytical solution [Eqs. (5) and (6)]
and simulation results. For the non-viscous SAS, the TL peaks slightly
shift, compared to the TL peaks of individual SHRs, due to the weak
interaction between the adjacent SHRs (see the supplementary
material). In addition, the TL outside the resonance region is signifi-
cantly enhanced, which can be explained by the additive property of
the coupling of adjacent slit necks in the non-resonant region. Within
the resonant region, the dips lying between two adjacent TL peaks
indicate TL even lower than those of the individual SHRs at the same
frequency, owing to the Fano resonance induced by the coupling
mainly between two adjacent SHR resonances.28,29

Since the existence of sharp dips causes a nonoptimal TL profile,
we introduce high viscosity into the SHRs to make the TL profile less
fluctuating. Because of the abrupt change in the cross-sectional areas
of the neck inlet and the neck outlet, the velocity fields inside are
strong at the resonances, leading to large slipping velocity fields
between the air layers inside the viscous boundary layer. The massive
friction area of the neck, therefore, guarantees a huge amount of
acoustic energy to be released through the heat induced from the fric-
tion force between the slipping air layers. As a result, the peaks or the
dips caused by the resonances become less sharp. The effect of the
introduced viscosity on the TL performance can be seen directly from
Fig. 1(d) for the SHRs and Fig. 2(c) for the SAS. Far away from the res-
onances, where the slipping velocity fields are weak, the effect of the

FIG. 2. (a) and (b) Sectional views of a single-layer acoustic silencer consisting of
five labeled SHRs and the double-layer acoustic silencer containing two single-
layer acoustic silencers. (c) TL spectra of the non-viscous (NVC) and viscous (VC)
single-layer acoustic silencers from analytical and numerical calculations. (d)
Comparison between the viscous single-layer and double-layer silencers and the
detuned viscous double-layer silencer. Here, S and A correspond to simulation and
analytical results, respectively.

TABLE I. The dimensions of the individual SHRs.

First
SHR

Second
SHR

Third
SHR

Fourth
SHR

Fifth
SHR

tw(mm) 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Ra(mm) 65.5 58.0 49.0 39.5 23.5
ha(mm) 6.0 6.5 8.0 8.5 15.0
La(mm) 58.5 52.5 48.5 44.5 40.5
h(mm) 4.3 4.0 4.0 3.0 3.0
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viscosity is negligible. Within the resonance region, the influence of
the viscosity is maximized.

To further improve the sound insulation performance, two SASs
are compactly assembled to form a double-layer acoustic silencer
(DAS), as illustrated in Fig. 2(b), which in theory doubles the overall
TL of the SAS. This prediction is confirmed by Fig. 2(d) for both the
non-viscous and the viscous cases. (The TL deteriorates as the two
SASs are brought closer due to the emergence of non-negligible SHR
couplings, see also the supplementary material.) To interpret this, we
treat the two SASs as two acoustic impedance layers, separated by Le,
whose transmission and reflection coefficients are denoted by (T1 and
T2) and (R1 and R2), respectively. In this way, the total transmission
and the total reflection coefficients, respectively, take the forms

T ¼ ðveT1T2Þ=ð1� R1R2v
2
e Þ; (7)

R ¼ R1 þ ðT2
1R2v

2
e Þ=ð1� R1R2v

2
e Þ; (8)

where ve ¼ e�ikLe . The effectiveness of Eqs. (7) and (8) is validated
in the supplementary material. The TL reaches its maxima when
jT1j ! 0 or jT2j ! 0, corresponding to the SAS resonance frequen-
cies. It is implied that the SAS and the DAS are expected to exhibit TL
peaks at the same frequencies. Moreover, when identical SASs, namely,
T1¼T2 and R1¼R2, are chosen, the magnitude of the transmission
reads jTj ¼ jT1j2=j1� ðvR1Þ2j. The TL of the DAS is then approxi-
mated, in the vicinity of the resonances, as 2TLSAS þ 20 log104pL=k
and around the antiresonances (T � 1) as TLDAS � 2TLSAS, which
clearly suggests that TLDAS is at least twice as high as TLSAS. Although
the DAS dramatically improves the sound insulation performance, the
occurrence of the fluctuating TL profile still remains unsolved, even in
the presence of strong viscosity. To address this issue, we slightly
detune the resonance frequencies of the SHRs by shifting their separa-
tions by 3.5mm. Consequently, additional peaks and dips appear.
Although the detuning suppresses the TL around the resonances, the
TL performance is improved overall to be at least 40 dB over the fre-
quency range of 0.54–0.88 kHz. As for the ventilation efficiency, since
the proposed designs support the straight airflow path with a constant
cross section, the ventilation remains perfect even in the presence of
the DAS (see the supplementary material for more information about
air flow simulations).

To experimentally examine the viscous, detuned DAS design, we
build the test bed shown in Fig. 3(a). The detuned DAS sample [see
the inset of Fig. 3(a)] is fabricated from nylon using a Formlabs 3D
printer. To ease the printing difficulty, we divide the DAS sample into
six pieces and print them separately. The final DAS sample is then
assembled by gluing all six pieces. Since both the theoretical and the
simulation models assume the acoustically rigid shells of the silencer,
the DAS is reinforced by thin supporting walls at the middle plane of
each piece. The inner and outer diameters and the total length of the
fabricated DAS are 44.5mm,145mm, and 130mm, respectively. This
silencer, thus, can be considered as an acoustically subwavelength
device compared with the working wavelength of 490mm at the work-
ing band center (0.7 kHz). As shown in Fig. 3(b), the experimental
measurement is in good agreement with the corresponding numerical
simulation. The TL is observed to be greater than 20 dB across a
broadband covering 0.43–1.1 kHz. More importantly, within the range
of 0.48–1 kHz, the TL exceeds 30 dB with the maximum over 50 dB,
proving excellent sound insulation performance. The deviation

between the experimental and the numerical results may originate from
the imperfect assembling of DAS pieces, which leads to the acoustic
leakage from the DAS to the tube and the weak acoustic interaction
between adjacent DAS pieces. These imperfections weaken the pressure
intensity inside the SHRs at their resonance frequencies, resulting in the
smooth curve instead of the fluctuating profile shown in simulations.
Furthermore, the working band could be broadened by adjusting the
geometrical parameters of the SHRs or by packing more SHRs. It has
been reported that the working band can become much broader if the
first-order and the second-order resonances are brought close.20 Due to
the challenging control of both the fundamental and higher-order reso-
nances in such a passive resonator, this work is, hence, focused only on
exploring the first-order resonances of the SHRs.

Based on the slit-type Helmholtz resonators, we have designed
and demonstrated a compact subwavelength acoustic silencer, named
double-layer acoustic silencer, which realizes strong acoustic insulation
applications over the broadband of 0.48–0.95 kHz while preserving
perfect ventilation. All the involved structures have been studied ana-
lytically using a complete theoretical model. The simulations and
experiments of this double-layer acoustic silencer show excellent
broadband sound insulation performance: the transmission loss, serv-
ing as the measure of the sound insulation performance, maintains at
least 20 dB over the range of 0.43–1.1 kHz, even greater than 30 dB
within the region of 0.48–0.95 kHz, and reaches the maximum
exceeding 50 dB. The overall transmission loss across the working
band has been optimized by introducing additional viscosity and
detuning the frequencies of the individual slit-type Helmholtz resona-
tors. The proposed designs, supporting straight airflow path with a
constant cross section, can maintain the excellent ventilation when
deployed in a duct environment. Finally, our proposed subwavelength
compact acoustic silencer paves the way toward the related future
sound insulation devices.

See the supplementary material for the complete theoretical deri-
vation and airflow simulations.

FIG. 3. (a) Photograph of the experimental setup including a Mecanum Inc. stan-
dard impedance tube and a detuned double-layer acoustic silencer sample (see the
inset). (b) Comparison between the numerical (solid curve) and the experimental
results (dashed curve) of the detuned double-layer acoustic silencer design.
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